
Corporate Plot Adoption Guideline

a) Cyber FarmUr will allocate the vegetable bed to be adopted up to a maximum of 2 vegetable plots per 
Corporation.

Scope of work and responsibilities for the Corporate Adopters (Guests) include:
- prepare compost to spread over vegetable bed
- cover composted bed with newspaper to minimize weed growth
- select seedlings that are ready for planting from our Germination Station
- to cover the newspapers with mulch after planting
- to prepare stakings if necessary, for creeper plants
- remove weed growth at least once or more a week, if necessary
- Guests can harvest and take away vegetables from their respective beds
- Guests are to register at the farm in line with the latest Covid-19 SOP
- Guests are advised to bring their own hats and gloves
- to follow our schedule at farm from 8am to 7pm daily.
- to promote Cyber FarmUr activities on their respective social media channels

Scope of work and responsibilities for Cyber FarmUr shall include:
- daily watering will be taken care by our Caretaker
- garden tools will be provided. However, guests are to wash and return the tools to the respective tool 
  boxes after use
- the period of adoption to be discussed and agreed upon before commencing

Corporate Adopters are required to acknowledge and indemnify Cyber FarmUr of any liabilities
by signing on this form

b)

c)

d)

another community project by

We, _______________________________________________________________________________ (Name of Company) 

hereby acknowledges the guidelines stated above and agrees to adhere to the stipulated guidelines, 

recognizing our participation in the Cyber FarmUr Plot Adoption Program is subject to the approval of 

Prima Properties Management Sdn Bhd. We also give consent to Cyber FarmUr and Prima Properties

Management Sdn Bhd to use any photos taken for the purpose of marketing and promotion via social 

media channels.

(Signature & Company Stamp)

Prima Properties Management Sdn Bhd
5th Floor, Prima 8, Prima Avenue 1,
Block 3508, Jalan Teknokrat 6,
63000 Cyberjaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
Tel : +603-8319 1368 | Fax : +603-8320 3339
E-mail: enquiry@prima-avenue.com.my

Cyber FarmUr thanks you for your interest in taking up a plot at our urban farm. Our goal is to make available fresh, 
healthy farm produce for the community and encourage the spirit of volunteerism at Cyber FarmUr. This is a 
community project in line with our aspirations to make Prima Avenue the place to work, eat, play and live. The 
following are the general guidelines to adhere to: 


